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Secure authentication for any online service!
Imagine you could upgrade the security for 100% of your online customers without changing
and complicating the user experience!
Keypasco offers a new software-based solution that is easy to integrate into your existing
systems. The quick installation is done by a silent rollout and it instantly secures the digital
identity of your customers.
The Keypasco solution is flexible, self-scalable and provides you with a unique evolving risk
engine for continuous improvement of your security, great privacy and integrity protection,
and a blacklist of fraudulent devices. Your vision is what we already do!

www.keypasco.com

The Keypasco Solution
Security is an on-going problem for any company that uses a login for
their services. We are often stuck with inadequate existing solutions and it
is easy to be discouraged by all the work involved with implementing a
new one. By challenging traditions and making things easier and more
adapted to human behaviour, we believe we can make the Internet a
safer place. This is why we created the Keypasco Solution.

Unique Solution

Keypasco offers a unique software based
solution for secure authentication. Based on
the end-user’s own device the solution
provides you with your own digital identity, or
as we call it – DeviceID. The foundation of the
DeviceID is your device properties, location,
and proximity to any external device.
The Keypasco Solution simply makes sure
that your username and password only works
on your device – when in the right location.
Traditional solutions rely on distributed
credentials, like a password or a unique key,
stored in a token or mobile app. These can and will be - stolen. That is why the Keypasco
Solution does not rely on distributed credentials
at all. The Keypasco Solution also does not
collect nor store any personal information
that could endanger your privacy if leaked.

Benefits

Security By
Your Own
Device!

●●  No need for passwords or tokens
●●  No change in established user

experience – Integrates with
existing solutions
●●  One or millions of users? – Just as
easy to implement!
●●  Unique Risk Engine – learns from
behavioural history, for continuous
improvement of security
●●  No distributed credentials =
nothing to steal
●●  Invisible state of the art security
working in the background
●●  Excellent privacy and integrity
protection
●●  Custom made security, without an
expensive price tag
●●  Meets regulatory requirements

Patented and award winning
We secure your services

Do you provide a service that you want to
protect from unauthorised intrusion? Then
the Keypasco Solution is the answer.
We provide secure authentication, digital
signatures, and access control for all types
of application and online services. Such as:

Keypasco holds several patents that are
granted in most of the world’s leading ITnations such as Korea, Japan, China, Taiwan,
European Union, Singapore and the United
States.
Our prizes and awards are further proof of
how innovative the Keypasco solution is.

●●  Banking and Payments
●●  Gaming
●●  Betting
●●  eCommerce
●●  Accounting
●●  eGovernment and eHealthcare
●●  Smart Home
●●  Car Sharing

About Keypasco
Since the start in 2010 Keypasco’s award winning solution has contributed to a paradigm shift within Internet security. Keypasco’s
unique patented solution uses a revolutionary new technology for user authentication and provides security to online service
providers and users.
By using the unique DeviceID on the end-user’s own device, like a smartphone, tablet or a desktop / laptop computer, we can make
sure that a username and password only works on the right device and in the right location. To ensure a convenient user experience
the cutting-edge technology is working in the background to maintain the security behind the provider’s ordinary application interface.
The Keypasco Solution opens up for new innovative business models and enables the creation of new services. Today our
products provide mobile security to millions of users across the world. Keypasco - Security By Your Own Device!
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